(CW553)
Recruitment Consultant - Digital Marketing - Farringdon - £30000-40000 + monthly,
quarterly + annual commission
Recruitmen Consultant required to work in Farringdon on a dual Digital Marketing desk.
My client is all about Digital! They recruit niche specialists into the Digital market. Due to a high level of roles
coming in from existing business they are looking for an experienced Recruitment Consultant in Marketing to take
on this desk and make it their own. It would be placing both permanent and freelance candidates. Progression to
grow this into a team is available from day one.

The company An established Digital recruitment consultancy since 2009
40 people in Central London, also recruit for the USA
One of the top names in Digital recruitment for project management, technical, digital marketing, executive and
product management
Strong leadership team that are extremely well networked in the Digital space
Hire thought leaders rather than recruiters
Promote team work within the company
Voted one of UKs “best places to work” by the Great Place To Work Institute
Listed in London Stock Exchange’s 1000 Companies to Inspire Britain in 2015, 2016, and 2017
Great supportive work culture and invest in their own people
Reward hard work and initiative

The role
To recruit Digital Marketing specialists into client side/agencies/tech start ups
Hot desk with briefs being called in
Working exclusively on roles and closely with clients to deliver all their digital marketing needs
Currently a Consultant is looking after this and will hand it over as it's became too big for them as they also recruit
into another sector
Opportunity to develop this desk into a team
Working on both permanent and freelance roles

You will need Knowledge and experience of recruiting Marketing professionals

Be part of a company that has high standards
Be open to development and support to be the best
To be driven by what’s right for the client and candidate and therefore the high billings are achieved
Enjoy the Digital market and building long standing relationships

My client are outstanding in the Digital market. GSR2R have placed and had a close working relationship with this
brand for over 7 years, our placements from the start are all still with this business as they are serious about
employee development and happiness at work. Some of our placements are in leadership roles today and sit on the
board. Career promises have always been delivered. This role is for someone who wants more in their next role, a
step towards building and running their own team whilst delivering recruitment solutions and the best candidates to
their clients is totally on offer with this role.
Do contact me for more information cheryl@gsr2r.com or 020 3889 1671

